Annual Programs
Pre-Professional, Youth Ensemble, Mature H.O.T. Women and Summer Intensive

The Summer Intensive offers technical training and artistic development within the discipline of dance. Participants are exposed to a rigorous curriculum fostering learning and personal growth, along with opportunities to experience the company’s repertoire through workshops and performances. The curriculum includes classes based in Horton, Graham, Ballet, African-Pyragramic, Body Conditioning, Contemporary Movement. The curriculum also features The Continuum, a three-step process of self-awareness and growth.
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Youth Level 1
Pre-Professional Level 3
Pre-Professional Level 1 & 2
Strong colors, powerful emotions, passionate social views, finely etched in joyful, dynamic and soul-filled movement; these are some of the ingredients of *In A Child’s Eye*, a work that tells the story of a young girl’s dream journey to a flower community where she encounters a war between good and evil. Ultimately, evil is destroyed but resurrected as the community embraces the reality that evil will always exist, and the need to co-exist with evil is inevitable.
Chicago Park District Satellites

Through Chicago Park District's Arts Partners in Residence Program, Deeply Rooted provides dance education and performance at West Pullman Park, Hamilton Park, and Palmer Park. The DRDT Palmer Park Satellite is a program for youth interested in a pre-professional dance environment. Students will receive an introduction in Ballet, Modern, Hip-Hop, African-based techniques, and repertory workshops led by Deeply Rooted's Artistic Team. The program fosters artistic personal growth through a curriculum that develops technical skill and performance readiness and is designed for the ages seven to seventeen with age flexibility for interested students.
Artistic Team

Kevin Iega Jeff, Co-Founder and Executive / Artistic Director
Gary Abbott, Co-Founder and Associate Artistic Director
Nicole Clarke-Springer, Dance Education Director
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